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Real-Time, Original Source, Global Financial News

MT Newswires is a widely known provider of business and financial news. Operating around the clock, MT Newswires’ expanding global network of veteran financial 
journalists produces real-time, multi-asset class news in over 160 distinct categories (1,500+ stories each day) to help cater to the diverse and evolving needs of 
the investment and financial services communities. The flagship Live Briefs news services, covering developed capital markets and economies across North 
America, Europe, and Asia, can offer clients comprehensive global news. 

Access to MT Newswires’ global services is available in a variety of ways: 

Connectivity through  
ICE Global Network

Available via the  
ICE Consolidated Feed

Enterprise-wide on  
ICE Connect & ICE Chat

Services
Live Briefs PRO Global Markets
Comprehensive intra-day commentary and breaking news on an expansive list of topics, including equities, fixed income, commodities, FX, global economics, and 
more. Regional coverage includes the U.S., Canada, Europe, and Asia, with a focus on widely followed and traded securities in developed markets and economies.

Live Briefs PRO North America
In-depth multi-asset class coverage of U.S. and Canadian capital markets, with select summary coverage of major European and Asian capital markets and 
economies. With fast and detailed reporting on global events driving North American capital markets and real-time coverage of thousands of public companies  
and securities, this product can help keep clients apprised of breaking news that may affect their portfolios.

Live Briefs PRO APAC
Comprehensive multi-asset class and economic coverage of major Asian capital markets and economies, with a focus on China, India, Japan, Hong Kong, South 
Korea, Singapore, Malaysia, Australia and New Zealand. Daily coverage consists of a combination of broad market and sector updates with breaking company-
specific news including top news,  commodities, FX, regional economics and more.

Live Briefs PRO EMEA
Comprehensive multi-asset class and economic coverage of major EMEA-based capital markets and economies, with a focus on the London Stock Exchange, 
the SIX Swiss Exchange, the STOXX Europe 600 and broader Europe. Daily coverage consists of a combination of broad market and sector updates with breaking 
company-specific news including top news,  commodities, FX, regional economics and more.

Language translation for any Live Briefs news service is currently available in Japanese and Simplified Chinese. Additional languages can be made available upon request.

Live Briefs PRO North America + FLASH News Alerts
Get early access to published-pending news stories via FLASH News Alerts. Available exclusively on ICE Global Network and the ICE Consolidated 
Feed, FLASH news provides breaking news stories ahead of the market.

More information:
theice.com/mt-newswires

https://www.theice.com/market-data/desktop-solutions/news-and-alerts/mt-newswires

